
QUESTION: Reasons for Revelation of the Future
Full Question: When you get a revelation about something that will happen in the future, and you don’t
get any instructions on who to give it to, but then it happens just the way it was communicated to you,
what is  Father doing?
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Response: That depends what the revelation is. It may be that Father is just building your confidence. He
likes to encourage us in every facet of our spiritual life, and that may just be an instance of that. His
attitude may be, “This is what’s going to happen. I’ll tell you beforehand and confirm it with the outcome,
just to show you that you’re hearing correctly from me”.

As a rule, when you get a revelation about the future, always ask Father what he wants you to do with it.
That  means,  to  get  the  answer,  you’ll  have  to  hear  clearly  so  you can  receive  his  reply.  With  any
download or revelation it’s best to ask him who to share it with. Both those attitudes were hard lessons I
had to learn in my early days in Prophetic Council. 

He actually told me not to “cast pearls before swine”. His attitude with that wasn’t a derogatory one
against those who couldn’t appreciate what he tells them. Instead, it was pointing me to the same problem
that Jesus of Nazareth had, when the people of his day couldn’t understand deep spiritual matters. He shut
his mouth and was careful what he said in public.

The important thing for you is not to share what you get with just anybody. Keep them to yourself and
learn to discern who he wants you to pass them on to. That’s the safe way, as prophetic messages about
the future have a way of creating problems for the person who speaks them out unwisely.

Normally,  I  don’t  get futuristic warnings (called ‘foretelling’),  so my experience in that area is  very
limited. With me, whatever he tells me, he regularly confirms it in some way, but that’s not about future
events.

As he’s been training you prophetically, expect him to be building your confidence by showing you things
and then confirming them somehow. 

My prophetic journey has been about hearing him, being changed and reprogrammed, and then being
prepared for what he has for me down the track.

It’s very plain to me that he wants me to release his heart and mind to my nation and to those who will
hear it, so futuristic revelations haven’t really been given to me.

Hope that helps.

Laurence
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